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Abstract
Toroidal flow alone is generally thought to have important influence on tokamak edge pedestal
stability, even though theory analysis often predicts merely a weak stabilizing effect of toroidal flow
on the edge localized modes (ELMs) in experimental parameter regimes. For the first time, we find
from two-fluid MHD calculations that such a stabilization, however, can be significantly enhanced
by increasing the edge plasma density. Our finding resolves a long-standing mystery whether or
how toroidal rotation can indeed have effective influence on ELMs, and explains why the ELM
mitigation and suppression by toroidal rotation are more favorably achieved in higher collisionality
regime in recent experiments. The finding suggests a new control scheme on modulating toroidal
flow stabilization of ELMs with plasma density, along with a new additional constraint on the
optimal level of plasma density for the desired edge plasma conditions.
PACS numbers: 52.30.Ex, 52.35.Py, 52.55.Fa, 52.65.Kj
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Plasma flows are widely believed to play significant roles in the dynamics, transport,
and structural formation of natural and laboratory plasmas. Despite rapid progress in our
understanding, the roles and effects of plasma flow continue to be a fundamental theme
in vast different areas of plasma physics research. For example, in the astrophysical en-
vironment, plasma rotation and its instability are considered as a major mechanism for
accretion disk momentum transport and jet formation [1, 2]. In Earth’s magnetotail, obser-
vations of plasma flows suggests they are critical agents in triggering substorm onset and
auroral brightening [3–6]. In laser plasma experiments, plasma flow is observed to drive
magnetic reconnection and generate bubble-jet structure [7, 8]. In magnetic fusion plas-
mas, plasma flow and rotation can effectively interact with both major MHD modes and
microinstability-driven turbulence [9–11]. One particular such interaction is that between
the toroidal rotation and the edge localized modes (ELMs) in the high confinement mode
(H-mode) of tokamaks [9, 12–14].
Type-I ELMs can carry up to 20% of stored plasma energy outside of the confined do-
main and deposit high loads of heat and particles on plasma facing components [15, 16],
which leads to considerable plasma confinement degradation and component material dete-
rioration. To optimize fusion performance, it is imperative to simultaneously avoid ELMs
while maximizing pedestal height. The NBI (neutral beam injection) induced toroidal ro-
tation and its radial shear are believed to be responsible for transforming large-sized type-I
ELMs to grassy ELMs with much smaller size in JT-60U [17]. With NBI heating, ELM-free
quiescent H-mode (QH) has also been achieved in DIII-D [13, 14].
The effect of toroidal flow on edge localized modes has been a subject of long time
studies in theory [18–25]. Whereas the sheared toroidal rotation alone has been found to
be stabilizing on the high-n edge localized modes, such effects are in general rather weak
for modes in the range of intermediate-n and for realistic flow magnitude in experimental
regime. Here n is the toroidal mode number. In fact, the toroidal shear flow is known to
be even destabilizing on low-n ELMs. Thus it remains a mystery whether or how toroidal
rotation can indeed be effective in suppressing ELMs in tokamak experiments where the
realistic Mach number of edge toroidal flow is rarely above 0.5 [26–32]. The answer to this
question may greatly impact the design and operation strategies for future burning plasma
tokamaks such as ITER [16] and CFETR [33, 34].
On the other hand, plasma density is one of the key elements for governing the tokamak
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edge plasma conditions. Optimal level of plasma density in the edge region has been searched
for in order to achieve the desired fusion gain and divertor heat/particle load mitigation.
However, how density may affect the edge pedestal stability has not been well known. Re-
cent experiments have found significant effects of density and hence collisionality on ELM
instability. The amplitude of type-I ELM decreases with increasing edge collisionality in the
presence of flow in JT-60U [35]. In DIII-D experiment, QH-modes are produced during NBI
heating, which introduces both momentum and particle sources. As a consequence, plasma
density increases from 0.5× 1019m−3 before NBI heating to 3× 1019m−3 after application of
NBI in DIII-D shot#136011, for example [14]. Similar results are also observed in EAST,
where the reduction in ELM size due to sheared flow is larger for higher plasma density,
and the mitigation and suppression of ELMs by toroidal rotation occur more favorably in
regimes with higher collisionality [36]. In particular, the ELM size reduction due to rotation
is 14% with lower density (3.56 × 1019m−3), which is enhanced to 22.6% at higher den-
sity (4.13 × 1019m−3). The higher collisionality regime of edge pedestal region are mainly
achieved from increasing the edge plasma density using gas-puffing. These experimental
results suggest an exciting and new critical role of plasma density in directly influencing and
modulating the stabilizing effects of toroidal flow on edge pedestal instabilities.
To verify and explore the potentially new roles of plasma density suggested above, we
have carried out linear stability analysis using the initial-value extended full MHD code
NIMROD [37], which has been benchmarked and verified for both ideal and non-ideal phys-
ical processes [38–44]. The extended MHD equations used in our NIMROD calculations
are:
∂n
∂t
+∇ · (nu) = 0 (1)
mn
(
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇
)
u = J×B−∇p−∇ · Π (2)
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2
(
∂
∂t
+ uα · ∇
)
Tα = −nTα∇ · uα −∇ · qα (α = i, e) (3)
∂B
∂t
= −∇×
[
ηJ− u×B + 1
ne
(J×B−∇pe)
]
(4)
µ0J = ∇×B, ∇ ·B = 0 (5)
where u is the center-of-mass flow velocity with particle density n and ion mass m, p is the
combined pressure of electron (pe) and ion (pi), η represents resistivity, qe,i denote conductive
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heat flux vectors, Π is ion stress tensor including gyro-viscous components, and the rest of
symbols are conventional as described in earlier references (e.g. [38]).
For the first time, our study finds that increasing edge plasma density can indeed sub-
stantially enhance the stabilizing effect of toroidal flow shear on ELMs. Whereas increasing
density alone is found destabilizing on ELM in absence of flow, the density increase can
introduce enhanced stabilizing effects of toroidal flow on ELMs with even moderate Mach
number. Our new finding provides the first theoretical explanation for the experimental
observations of ELM stabilization by toroidal rotation in higher collisionality regimes in
EAST [36].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we report how density would affect
the toroidal flow stabilizing effects on linear edge localized modes for a model tokamak
equilibrium with edge pedestal within the single-fluid MHD model. Second, we demonstrate
that the density effects persist even in two-fluid MHD model. Finally, we summarize our
findings and discuss how they may help us understand the recent EAST experiments on
ELM mitigation and suppression.
We consider a circular shaped tokamak equilibrium with edge pressure pedestal that has
been examined in many previous studies [24, 25, 41, 45]. The pedestal center is located at
ψ0 = 0.6 (which is marked with a blue line in Fig. 1a). It is also the peak location of the edge
current profile (marked with a purple line in Fig. 1b). A toroidal flow with nonuniform radial
profile is introduced to the equilibrium, where the maxmum Mach number M = 0.4. The
profile of the toroidal rotation frequency Ω is specified as Ω(ψ) = A{1− tanh [S (ψ − ψ0)]},
where A represents flow amplitude and S determines flow shear (marked with the black
line in Fig. 1b). The maximum flow shear is set up to collocate with the center of pressure
pedestal in order to allow effective interaction between the flow and edge localized modes.
We first evaluate the effects of toroidal flow on the linear growth of edge localized modes
for the equilibrium with fixed uniform number density, based on the single-fluid MHD model.
In absence of equilibrium flow, the linear spectrum of the edge localized modes is typical of
the peeling-ballooning instability in single-fluid MHD model where the growth rate mono-
tonically increases with toroidal mode number n (case M = 0 in Fig. 2a). Rigid toroidal
rotation makes nearly no difference to the growth rates (case M = 0.2, S = 0 in Fig. 2a).
However, when nonuniform rotation in introduced, the flow shear effects on the growth
rates become apparent, as shown in case M = 0.2, S = 10 and case M = 0.2, S = 30 in
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Fig. 2a. The sheared flow tends to be destabilizing to the low-n modes and stabilizing to
the high-n modes. Both effects become stronger with higher flow shear S, while keeping
the flow amplitude parameter A or the maximum Mach number M fixed. Next, to eval-
uate the effects of flow amplitude alone, we keep the flow shear fixed (S = 30) and vary
the flow amplitude parameter A or the maximum Mach number M . The resultant effects
on growth rates are similar to those from varying flow shear alone. Higher flow amplitude
gives stronger stabilization on high-n modes and stronger destabilization on low-n modes.
However, the stabilization from sheared toroidal flow only becomes significant when the flow
magnitude becomes sufficiently large (when M > 0.3 in Fig. 2b), beyond the usual range of
toroidal rotation maintained in experiments. When the flow magnitude is low or moderate
(M ≤ 0.3) as in realistic tokamak experiments, the stabilizing effect appears rather weak.
The first new finding from our calculations is that the toroidal flow stabilizing effect can
be enhanced by increasing plasma number density, even when flow magnitude is moderate
or low (M = 0.2). To demonstrate this effect of plasma density, we keep the toroidal flow
profile fixed with M = 0.2 and S = 30. Increasing the uniform density value from 4.0 ×
1019m−3 (Fig. 3a) to 7.0×1019m−3 (Fig. 3b) and then 1.0×1020m−3 (Fig. 3c) monotonically
decreases the growth rates of high-n modes while resulting in nearly no change of low-n
modes (Fig. 3d). The normalized growth rate of n = 36 mode is reduced by more than
46% in the presence of sheared flow with the higher plasma density of 1.0× 1020m−3, which
is substantially more than the relative reduction in growth rate (18%) in the presence of
sheared flow with the lower plasma density of 4.0 × 1019m−3. Thus high-n modes can be
strongly stabilized by low to moderate flow in combination with increased number density
hence collisionality.
To check the generality of our findings, we turn to the full extended MHD model including
two-fluid and finite-Larmor-radius (FLR) effects. For the static equilibriums, the increased
density appears to be destabilize to high-n modes, which was also previously reported in [46].
Then we consider the rotating equilibrium cases with uniform density. It turns out that in
the presence of sheared flow, increasing plasma density can be slightly destabilizing to the
low n modes while strongly stabilizing to the high-n modes (Fig. 4a, b and c). This is similar
to the flow and density effects on ELMs from the single-fluid MHD calculations reported in
previous paragraph. In another words, the same combined effects of density and toroidal
rotation on ELM growth rates persist even in the two-fluid MHD model. Similarly, this
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combined effect may be better demonstrated in Fig. 4d, where the relative reduction in
growth rate of n = 36 mode is 19% at plasma density of 4.0× 1019m−3, and becomes much
more pronounced (40%) at plasma density of 1.0× 1020m−3.
In reality, the radial profile of plasma density in a tokamak is not uniform. So we now
address the question whether or how the non-uniformly distributed density may still enhance
the stabilization of ELMs by toroidal flow. The radial profile of plasma density in a H-mode
tokamak can be modeled as a composition of an edge pedestal region with steep gradient
along with a wide flat-top core region. For our analysis, the density profile covering both
core and edge regions is modeled with hyperbolic tangent function (Fig. 5). The location of
density pedestal is set to be same as the pressure pedestal at ψ=0.6. At the first step, we
keep the density of core region fixed (' 1.0 × 1020m−3) and increase the edge density level
from 1.0× 1019m−3 to 8.0× 1019m−3 sequentially (Fig. 5a). We then keep the edge density
constant (' 1.0 × 1019m−3), and vary the density of core region from 2.0 × 1019m−3 to
1.0× 1020m−3 (Fig. 5b). As it turns out, increasing the density of edge region enhances the
stabilizing effects of flow on high-n modes while making nearly no change to low-n modes
(Figs. 6a, b and c). On the other hand, increasing the core region density enhances the
destabilizing effects of flow on the n ≤ 30 modes while resulting in nearly no effect on the
n > 30 modes (Figs. 6e, f and g). These effects are summarized in Figs. 6d and h, which show
the relative reduction of growth rate from profiles 1− 3 and profiles 4− 6. Comparing the
two sets of results reveals that it is the edge region density instead of the core region density
that can substantially enhance the stabilizing effect on ELMs from toroidal sheared flow.
Such a finding is consistent with recent experimental observations, where gas puffing was
used to increase edge density and collisionality. In those experiments, ELM mitigation and
suppression are found to be more favorably achieved in those higher density/collisionality
regimes for a given toroidal sheared flow [35, 36, 47, 48].
In passing, it is worth pointing out that the combined stabilizing effects of density and
toroidal flow is not merely a simple addition of the separate effects from density and flow
alone. To demonstrate this, we consider two non-uniform density profiles with the same core
density level of 1.0×1020m−3 and two different edge density values of 1.0×1019m−3 (denoted
as “profile 2 ” in Figs. 5a and 7) and 4.0× 1019m−3 (denoted as “profile 1” in Figs. 5a and
7) respectively. We compare the growth rates of ELMs in these two cases with and without
toroidal flow. For illustration purpose, we show the growth rates of modes with toroidal
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mode numbers from n = 34 to n = 36 in Fig. 7. First, we consider the density effects alone
in absence of flow (case 1 and case 2 in Fig. 7). For the n = 36 mode, the normalized growth
rate reduces from 0.3313 to 0.3183, by nearly 3.92%, due to the increase of edge density level
from 1.0× 1019m−3 and 4.0× 1019m−3. Next, we consider the flow effect alone for the fixed
density profile (case 1 and case 3 in Fig. 7). When a toroidal flow specified with M = 0.2 and
S = 30 is introduced, the normalized growth rate of the n = 36 mode is found to decrease
from 0.3313 to 0.2745 by 17.15%. Finally, when both the density increase and the toroidal
flow mentioned earlier are taken into account for comparison (case 1 and case 4 in Fig. 7), the
normalized growth rate of the same n = 36 mode reduces from 0.3313 to 0.2411 by 27.2%.
In another word, the combination of flow and density provides stronger (27.2%) reduction
in growth rate than the simple addition of the two individual reductions alone (which would
be 3.92% + 17.15% = 21.07%). This indicates that the enhanced flow stabilizing effects on
ELMs due to increased edge density involves a novel and intrinsic coupling mechanism of
these two seemingly unrelated elements.
In summary, we reveal for the first time a new direct role of edge plasma density in the
physics of edge localized modes. We find that increasing plasma density can significantly
enhance the toroidal flow stabilization of edge localized modes, based on the thorough anal-
ysis of a model H-mode equilibrium using NIMROD. The stabilizing effect of toroidal flow
alone on high-n modes is shown only effective for flow with large amplitude and shear, far
beyond those achievable for modern tokamak such as ITER. However, when plasma density
is increased, significant more effective stabilization of high-n ELMs is achieved for all given
flow profiles. Such an enhanced flow stabilization of ELMs due to increased plasma density
remains effective in full extended MHD model when two fluid effects are included, and when
the density profile is non-uniform with edge pedestal. Our finding may resolve the mys-
tery why the NBIs, which bring in both enhanced toroidal rotation and plasma density, are
known to have significant effects on ELMs in experiments [14, 35], even though the effects
from the toroidal rotation alone are rather weak in theory. Furthermore, our finding may
also explain why the ELM mitigation and suppression by toroidal flow appears to be more
favorably observed in higher collisionality regime in EAST [36]. The newly found effect of
plasma density on edge localized modes may also pose an additional constraint on the choice
of optimal density level for the desired edge plasma conditions.
In the analysis reported in this paper, the correction of flow to the force-blanced MHD
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equilibrium has not been taking into account. It turns out that when the correction of
flow to equilibrium is included, our findings on the enhanced flow stabilization of ELMs
due to increased plasma density remain valid. The details of that study is being reported
elsewhere [49]. In addition, increasing edge plasma density can increase the plasma colli-
sionality and hence change the bootstrap current. This may bring in additional reduction
in growth rate of edge localized modes. In this work, we isolate and focus on the effect
of the plasma density without potential complications from the additional effects from the
current modification. Our work complements the study in [47] which examines these effects
all together and the work in [50] that considers only the effect of varying current profile. In
future we plan on including the current effects in addition to the density effects on the flow
stabilization of ELMs.
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FIG. 1. Equilibrium profile as function of normalized magnetic flux ψ for (a) pressure (blue line)
and safety factor (red line); (b) current density (purple line) and toroidal rotation frequency (dark
line).
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FIG. 2. Linear growth rate of edge localized mode as function of toroidal mode number n based
on single-fluid MHD model for (a) static equilibrium (M = 0) and equilibriums with fixed flow
amplitude M = 0.2 and different flow shear S; (b) static equilibrium (M = 0) and equilibriums
with fixed flow shear S = 30 and different flow amplitude.
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FIG. 3. Linear growth rate of edge localized mode as function of toroidal mode number n based on
single-fluid MHD model for equilibriums in absence of flow and in presence of a fixed flow profile
(M = 0.2, S = 30) at different levels of uniform density, respectively: (a) density= 4.0× 1019m−3;
(b) density= 7.0× 1019m−3; (c) density= 1.0× 1020m−3. The relative reduction in growth rate as
function of toroidal mode number n for each case in (a)-(c) is shown in (d).
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FIG. 4. Linear growth rate of edge localized mode as function of toroidal mode number n based
on two-fluid MHD model for equilibriums in absence of flow and in presence of a fixed flow profile
(M = 0.2, S = 30) at different levels of uniform density, respectively: (a) density= 4.0× 1019m−3;
(b) density= 7.0× 1019m−3; (c) density= 1.0× 1020m−3. The relative reduction in growth rate as
function of toroidal mode number n for each case in (a)-(c) is shown in (d).
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FIG. 5. Equilibriums with non-uniform density profiles where (a) core density level is fixed (1.0×
1020m−3) and edge density levels are different; (b) edge density level is fixed (1.0× 1019m−3) and
core density levels are different.
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FIG. 6. Linear growth rate of edge localized mode as function of toroidal mode number n based
on two-fluid MHD model for equilibriums in absence of flow and in presence of a fixed toroidal
flow profile (M = 0.2 and S = 30), respectively: (a)-(c) stands for the cases of density “profile
1” to density “profile 3” from Fig. 5a and (e)-(g) stands for density “profile 4” to density “profile
6” from Fig. 5b. The corresponding relative reductions in growth rates are shown in (d) and (h),
respectively.
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FIG. 7. Linear growth rates of toroidal modes n = 34 − 36 for two sets of equilibriums with the
same core density level of 1.0 × 1020m−3 and two different edge density values of 1.0 × 1019m−3
and 4.0× 1019m−3 (denoted as “profile 1” and “profile 2” respectively, same as those in Fig. 5a).
For each set of density profile, the static equilibrium and the equilibrium in presence of a same
toroidal sheared flow (M = 0.2 and S = 30) are considered.
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